
Having seen the Bridgetown and Balingup area fires in 2003 and 
2009 I had become concerned about the risks we face of bushfire 
attack. After the Kelmscott Roleystone fire in early 2011, I attended 
a community meeting as part of the Keelty Review where I met a 
person who had been directly affected by the fires.

We have been corresponding since. In our research we have found 
useful websites that offer sensible advice about the choice of plants, 
their maintenance and the design of gardens. The Victorian Coun-
try Fire Authority website, for example, is useful. They also have an 
interactive Plant Guide which is educational (I learnt by testing a 
few plants against the Key and it has helped me make the decision 
either to take them out or prune them):  http://www.cfa.vic.gov.au/
plan-prepare/plant-selection-key/ 

The Water Corporation in its waterwise plant search web page has 
a link to this CFA Plant Guide to find waterwise plants in high 
bushfire risk areas. http://www.watercorporation.com.au/save-water/
waterwise-plants-search

There is good material from southern California with a similar 
climate. The Napa Valley advice about defensible space is useful 
and am putting it into practice as I retrofit my garden: http://www.
napafirewise.org/index.html 

Here are two blogs to promote awareness of risk of bushfire attack 
http://firewisewa.blogspot.com.au/   http://firewisewa.me

Main points to consider when designing or redesigning a garden:

Plant selection: include those with high moisture content, low in 
volatile oils, eg many deciduous trees are high in moisture;

Spacing of plants: including separating plants horizontally and ver-
tically - to avoid the “ladder effect”.

Condition of plants: actively growing, no dead material building up; 
implies needing to use water to keep plants moist (especially near the 
house) and pruning/reducing, replacing and removing.
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Lavender has fine leaves with volatile oils and 
retains dead leaves in the bush - an inflammable 

plant, especially if unpruned.

Artemisia is fine when young and freshly growing 
but over time it builds up dead material and with the 
volatile oil in its leaves it becomes quite inflammable.

Wide paths, lawns and 
deciduous trees all help 

make Cottonwood a 
firewise garden.

At times trees need to be 
removed, such as this Sydney 
Blue Gum, which dropped 
inflammable leaves, twigs, 
bark and branches most of 
the year especially in sum-
mer.  Bamboo surrounding 
the tree needs reducing to 
decrease vegetation mass, in 
order to provide less fuel for 
a bushfire.
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